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Abstract 
 
Nowdays many enginnering works towards green engineeing, and hence it is 

important to work with sustainable polymers that can be recylabe without 
damaging our environment, sush as thermoplastic polymers.  This paper is 

deal with the performance of thermoplastic polymer (polystyrene) that had 

the shape of tri-packs arranged randomly used as fill for an cooling tower.A 

counter cooling device of (40 cm  x 40 cm) was used with cross-sectional 
area and 1.7m. High was constructed. The fill has been studied theoretically 

and experimentally. Air  rates of 0.7, 1.3,and 1.8 kg/s.m2 were used a with 

water  rates within the range between 1 to 1.8 kg/s.m2 .The overall 
volumetric-mass transfer coefficient (Mt) volumetric heat-transfer coefficient 

and the tower characteristics (Mt/L) were discovered to be a function of the 

water  air flow-rates simultaneously . Different variables were investigated 
these are water flow rate, air flow rate, inlet water temperature, and height of 

fill. A computer program depends on equations related cooling tower 

performance was used to calculate the performance coefficient, volumetric 

mass transfer coefficient, and volumetric heat transfer coefficient. 
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Nomenclature 
 

A              : Cross - sectional  area m
2
. 

B              : Dimensional constant. 

G              : Air flow rate Kg/s .m
2
. 

Ht:Heat transfer coefficient  Kw/m
2
 . k . 

L             Water flow rateKg/s .m
2
 . 

Mt         :Mass transfer coefficient Kg/s .m
2
 . 

Hg1:Enthalpy of air at the tower outlet KJ/Kg dry air .  
Hg2          Enthalpy of air at the tower inlet KJ/Kg dry air  . 

Z              Fill height m . 
 

 

1 Introduction 
 

A cooling- tower is a heat rejection device that dissipates waste heat to 
the atmosphere through the cooling of a water stream to a lower temp. 

Cooling tower was used in the  industries for cooling systems in addition it is 

also used in many nuclear power stations and thermal stations [1,2]. A 

rectangular cross sectional tower was used by many authors [1], and 
performance of different types of packing in addition to polymer packing was 

also studied [3,4]. Lemouari et al., 2007, investigated the performances of a 

forced draft counter flow cooling tower filled with a Vertical Grid Apparatus 
fill. This search examined the effect of the water to air ratio on the cooling 

water range(temperature) and the tower characteristic, for different inlet 

water temperatures [5]. Two operating systems were observed during the air 
water contact, un usual system and bubble and dispersion regime. Ragupathy 

et al., 2011 discussed the performance of forced draft counter flow cooling 

device with expanded wire mesh  fill. They used wire mesh packing with 

vertical  and horizontal orientations [6].  
The multi-nature of the exchange process does not lend itself to an a 

good treatment, but a fortunate relationship between the heat and mass 

allows the two transfers to be combined in one equation with enthalpy as 
driving force and the overall mass coefficient for the mixed  transfer process. 

This total –heat method was originally suggested about 94 years ago by 

Merkel experiments and they concluded that the vertical orientation of the 
packing enhance the performance of tower [7]. Few years ago, many authors 

used mathmatical and numerical modeling of fluid flow in addition to the 

thermal performance for diffrenet purposes to predict the mass transfer, heat 

transfer, flow rate, flow charactersitic...etc [8-13]. A mathematical model 
was developed by Ragupathy (2011) to evaluate the heat and mass transfer 

and were used to calcuate the properties of the fluid. From the model it was 

noted that amount of exergy provided by water is greater than air absorbtion. 
To depict the utilizable energy between heating and cooling fluids, 
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the evaluate the exergy of each working fluid  with tower. Their final 

outcome proved that water exergy reduce from top to bottom of the fill in the 

coolling tower. Air exergy is described in the form of evaporative and 

convective heat transfer.Through convective heat transfer, air Exergy loses at 
inlet(top) initially. Before leaving the tower (bottom), it slightly recovers 

along the flow. Through evaporative heat transfer, air exergy is high 

normally and consume exergy provided by water. Exergy destruction is 
described as difference between air exergy change and water exergy change. 

It reveals that the cooling because of thermodynamics irreversibility that 

work at bottom slowly and gradually increase along height tower height . 
Their outcome of work provide that lowest exergy destruction is placed at the 

cooling tower  top[6]. 

The performance of palm fibers, jute and luffawasused as a pad in a 

cooling device including all the characteristic of cooling tower.Hettiarachchi 
et.al. (2007) examined the longitudinal heat conduction in the cooling 

rejection device wall of cross flow indirect evaporative air cooler using 

N.T.U (No. of transfer units) process and block iterative numerical method 
[14]. Wang et al., (2008) have developed a mathematical method and 

evaluated the suitability of a fill in the cooling system [15]. Wu et al (2009) 

conducted an analysis to evaluate the transfer  in mass and energy through 

fluids film in a direct evaporative cooler with a honeycomb fill constituting 
the pad modules. They investigated the energy  and mass transfer in an 

evaporative cooler numerically; a simplified mathematical model is 

developed to describe the heat and moisture transfer between water and air in 
an evaporative cooling system. In these studies, the predictions are reported 

to be in good agreement with the experimental data [16]. Lavasani et al., 

(2014) proved that thermal characteristics ofthe tower are affected by 
packing’s rotation, also concluded that the rotational splash type packing 

with higher velocity rejects more heating energy from water considerably 

[17].Recently, authors studied the mass and heat transfer of the colling 

towers using differnt types of packing. Nagam and Hayder 
(2011) investigated experimentally and theoretically the heat and mass 

transfer characteristics of the cooling tower using a new type of packing 

named honeycomb (plastic) [18]. Nagam (2013) , reduced the evaporation 
rate from dry-wet cooling devices combination system through using 

different shapes and different arrangements between dry-wet cooling devices 

[19]. Kelly and Swenson showed that the tower characteristic or temperature 
increases .  They made a series of runs in which hot water temperature varied 

form 100 f
0  

to 150 f
0
 , at constant L , packed height and wet bulb temperature 

[20]. They also found that the overall tower characteristics (Mt/L) can be 

expressed as the sum of the values of the (Mt/L) for the end effects and for 
the packed section and as Flows (Where A and N are constants depending on 

the type of deck) .: - 

(Mt/L)total= (Mt/L)ends       +    (Mt/L)fill                               ..…(1) 
For their investigation they found that ; 
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(Mt/L) = 0.007 + A + N * (L/G)                                                           …….(2) 

 

2 Experimental Steps 
 

A forced closed counter-flow tower is presented in Figure 1 below. The 
common course of action was done in a certain way to supply greatest 

availability to the tower area for perception and upkeep without limiting the 

operation. The hardware and tools were organized so that the generally 

materiel and energy equalizations may well be promptly finished.Water 
circulation amid a run was kept up in a system. The water from the top of 

tower bowl 2 * 2 * 1.65 ft. was pumped by implies of a centrifugal pump. 

The water passes through steady vessel tank ( gives steady head , at that 
point to the water warming tank with 6 * 2.5 KJ /s (240 volt ) submersion 

components and then to the tower distribution main .Water was dispersed on 

the fills best edge by implies of 14 P.V.C tubes, 10-mm distance across, each 
had 14 gaps, 2.5 mm distance across, it guarantor film stream of water. In 

addition, water stream rates were measured by a rotameter with float.  

The tower is 400 mm. by 400 mm. in cross  section and the tall between 

gulf water wholesaler an gulf discuss wholesaler within the tower is 1.4 m 
the front side of tower was made of from moving plastic sheet. The discuss 

entered from the foot of tower through the pressing from opening passage at 

the foot .  
This course of action gives a counter current between  water through 

tower and upward discuss through the tower. Inorder to control dissipation a 

fog eliminator made permeable plastic cushion was put over the water 

dissemination framework within the tower. The discuss supply to the 
framework by utilizing fan . Discuss volume stream rates were measured by 

utilizing U-manometer .The vehicle of warm exchange within the cooling 

tower was the fill. The fill was made frame HDPS, as shown in figure(2) , 
and with distinctive tallness of pressing 20 , 40 , 60 , and 80 cm agreeing to 

the test . This modified tallness was in arrange to ponder the conclusion 

impacts. In arrange to dodge sprinkling the remove between the water 
dispersion tubes and the best of fill was 4 cm .A thermocouples were used to 

measure the temperature in the cooling tower arranged as shown in table (1) 
 

Table 1: Thermocouples used to measure the temperature in the cooling tower 

 

Temperature Thermocouple code 

Inlaut water temp. 1 

Outaut air dry-bulb temp. 2 3 

Outaut air wet-bulb temp. 4 5 

Outaut water temp. 6 7 

Inlautair dry bulb temp. 8 9 

Inlaut air wet bulb temp. 10 11 
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Figure 1:Cooling tower 

 
Figure 2: The HDPS packing. 

 

3 Results and Discussion 
 

The tower characteristics  (Mt/L) is shown in Fig . (3,4,5,and 6), draw at 
different values of water to air ratio ( L/G ) , for HDPS fill at a height of 

20,40,60, and 80 cm respectively and measured  inlet water temperature  (t12) 

45 
o
C   . It can be observed that straight nearly parallel liens good to fit the 

above data. Analogous behavior was reported by other authors who 

addressed themselves to the problem as Ramkumar and Ragupathy . 
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The results  appeared that at  consistent discuss flux G, the increment the 

water to discuss proportion lead to diminish the tower characteristics, this 

behavior can be clarified by the reality that, increment of water flux L for 
steady esteem in discuss flux G , lead to extend in warm stack that in turn 

diminishes the fill capability for dissipating this excess in energy load  

To uncover the impact of channel water temperature on the 
characteristics, Figure(7) shows that for a settled esteem of water to discuss 

proportion ( L/G), as the channel water temperature increment the tower 

characteristics will diminish. This affirms that expanding the warm stack 
diminishes the tower characteristics: The test comes about appeared that the 

lessening of (Mt/L ) summing on normal as it were almost ( 5 % ) for each 5 

oC increment in channel water temperature. 

The impact of  inlaut  water temperature related with air flux G on 
volumetric mass transfer coefficient (Mt) is delineated in Fig.(8) . It isclear  

that expanding the inaut water temperature diminishes the  mass transfer 

coefficient, and this occurs due to diminish within the esteem of tower 
characteristics (Mt/L), as shown in Fig.(5,6 ) . On the other hand, when the 

esteem of air flux increments from 0.7 to 1.8 Kg/s.m
2
 , (M) increments 

around ( 14 % ) , since the rate of evaporation is specifically corresponding 

with the air rate 
The affect of inlaut  water temperature and air flux G on volumetric heat 

exchange coefficient (Ht) was completely comparable with their affect on ( 

Mt ) , as appears in Fig.(9) andFig.(10) since it was estimatewd from Lewis-
relationship :-   

Ht = Mt . Cs                                                                                           ……. (4)   

Fig.(11) compares between the tower characteristics (Mt/L ) in several 
stuffed statures for HDS fill ( tL2 = 313 k ( 40 0C ) ) . Fair as in Fig. (1,2,3, 

and 4) the characteristics decay with extending the estimation of (L/G) for 

consistent G. It was detailed within the writing that the lion's share of agents 

within the cooling system field had connected the tower characteristics (Mt/L 
) with water to discuss proportion ( L/G) as takes after : 

mGLcMt )/(
                          …….(5)  

Formulae of type equation (4) is broadly utilized for assessing the tower-
characteristics in terms of water to air ratio and constants c,m . Each bend  

can be communicated in a form of equation (5 ) . Hence twelve corrected 

cooling tower characteristics ,as appear in table(2) : 
It is decided and tried at different statures with consistent esteem of 

discuss flux G. The esteem of tower characteristic for conclusion impacts 

picked up upon extrapolation to Zero stature; consequently an caught on the 
vertical pivot will donate the esteem of (conducted Mt/L)eq. ,the number of 

exchange units comparing to conclusion impacts as it were which can be 

subtracted from the esteem of uncorrected characteristics (Mt/L); whereas the 

caught  
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with the level pivot compare to the negative value of (Zeq), the proportionate 

stature of end-effects .     

Once more, a comparison is between tower characteristics (Mt/L) at 
studied heights of packing , after barring the values of end effect as the 

correlation’s recorded in Table (3) : 

The relationship of tried information comprises of finding the essential 
bend that synchronize with all other bends, and taking L and G independently 

to account the variety of discuss flux; as  The anticipated blunder is given 

with +5% likelihood and comparable term to this would be related with each 
relationship condition (see eq. 6 ) 

0.55
0.660.62( ) ( )Mt L G  

 
Table 2: Cooling Tower Characteristics 
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Table 3: Comparisons between tower characteristics at studied heights of packing 

 
 

 

 
Fig.3: Uncorr. Mt/L vs. L/G for Screw packing at TL=45 oC,Z=20 cm 
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Fig.4: Uncorr. Mt/L vs. L/G for Screw packing at TL=45 oC,Z=40 cm 

 

 
Fig.5: Uncorr. Mt/L vs. L/G for Screw packing at TL=45 oC,Z=60 cm 

 
Fig.6: Uncorr. Mt/L vs. L/G for Screw packing at TL=45 oC,Z=80 cm 
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Fig.7: Uncorr. Mt/L vs. L/G for Screw packing at Z=25 cm and G = 0.6 Kg/s.m2 

 

 
Fig.8: mt  vs. L/G for screw packing and Z=40 cm 

  
Fig.9: Ht vs. L/G for screw packing and Z=60 cm 
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4 Conclusions 

 
From this work it was found that the Maximum execution in a  volume of 

tower fill may be gotten with least water and discuss stream proportion 

(L/G).  In addition, the least square strategy was utilized to connect the test 
comes about, the subordinate variable (Mt/L) connected with water and 

discuss stream proportion ( L/G ) by fitted log-log information . The 

examples of the condition lied within the run between - 0.2 and - 08.  
Moreover, The conclusion impacts incorporate (open space above the fill, 

conjointly the open space underneath the fill), a few cooling gathered in these 

Zones. In this way, parametric consider for HDPE fill fabric; made to 
appraise the adjusted esteem of tower characteristics from these impacts. The 

comes about relationship condition per unit profundity of fill stature is given 

as : Overall,  The person volumetric coefficient of warm and mass exchange 

( Ht , and Mt) appeared to be influenced primarily by the framework factors ; 
such as discuss and water flux as well as the channel water temp. . 
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